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Abstract: A set of features used for the discrimination of
spikes and background activity in epileptic EBG is presented. Two methods (a linear transformation via a Prin-

cipal Component Analysis (PCA) and a non-linear
transformation using a self-associative memory (SAM))
are compared for feature extraction. Exemplary results
of an integrated detection system are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The diffusing application of long-term EEG gives rise to
an increased demand for an automated evtrluation of the
records. Sometimes even employing a filter-like system ttrat
merely reduces the amount of data that has to be manually
evaluated or processed using nrore sophisticated, time-con-

suning methods would be helpfui. This contribution
addresses the detection of sharp transients (spikes) in a
multi-channel record. For several patients 6 channels of
approximately 30 minutes EEG have been recorded and
evaluated by 2 neurologists who marked the occurrence of
spikes

Ii].

MATERIAL AND METHOD
Preprocessing. As the spike is described as a transient
clearly distinguished from the background activity, it seems
to be promising to compare features charactertzing a tight
environment around a sample with f-eatures chuacterizing a
looser environment.

Table 1. Original Feature Set
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Feature Extraction. As the f'eatures of table 1 provide a
rather comprehensive description of tho signal, they probably contain most of the infbrmation necessary to detect transient events like spikes. However, in order to use these
features efficiently for a classitication, the problern is usu-

ally twofbld:
(1) to find a representation suited to tho ptuticulzu classifier,
(2) to reduce redundancies in the f'etitures.
The latter one is of particular importance when using Neural
Networks (NNs) for classification in order to decrease the
number of fiee paramcters and thus t.o minimize the risk of
overtraining. The simplest way to reduce the dimensionality
of the f-eature space is to apply a PCA, that decorrelates f'eatures using a linear transformation [5]. Figure 2 shows the
loadings of the three most important principal components
(PCs).
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Figure 1: large (left/right) and small environment
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Based on [2] we used the following set of f'eatures:
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Table 1. Original Feature Set
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Figure 2: Loadings of nost inportant PCs
Whereas the most important PC (Lrpper plot) returns a
mixture of nearly all original t'eatures, the 2nd PC clearly
emphasizes the GFP and the inst.antaneous power values in
the central segment.
Though it is easy to compute, the PCA suffers from several
limitations, fbr example
(1) it is intrinsically unable to reduce higher order statistical

correlation
(2) it does not weight features according to their importance
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for the discrimination of different classes.
Thus we used a self associative memory (SAM) for nonlinear dimension reduction. The SAM simply consists of a
"bottleneck" Multi-Layer-Perceptron (MLP) with t hidden layer with fewer neurons than input nodes that is
trained to reproduce its own input. The outputs of the hidden layer can be taken for a compressed representation of
the input features. Nevertheless, neither a statistically consistent interpretation nor a quantitative analysis of the
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influence of the input features (loadings) can be easily
given.

Classification. Given the labeled feature sets
yi'o}
lo . il21} (orig. features).Io't",r]" lo.
(projection on PCs) and {{" ('), } "' l.l e gt'u} (internal

{l('),rt"

representations of a2l-10-27 SAM) any rype of adaprive
classifier can be constructed to discrininate between background activity (y = 0 ) and spikes (.t = t ). However, the
nonlinearity of the decision borders (fig. 3) and the relatively high dimensionality of the data fävor a semi-parametric approach via NNs.
RESULTS
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Figure 4: ROC - curves fbr NNs trained with different fea
tures: '+' 70-5-2 MLP (SAM); '*' 10-'7-}MLP

(PCA); 'o' 2J-12-2MLP (orig.

f-earures)

The single x's mark the results reported in [1] for the Tampere system (for records with clear transients (a) and mean
perfbrmance (b)) and the mean results of the Gotman algorithm (c). Since we experimented only with rather simple

The choice of the MLP structure has been made using
heuristic search algorithm presented in [6]. The MLP has
been trained using a set of nr = 1-50 spikes and n, = 300

records with clear transients, so far our results do not
allow a comparison but merely an orientation.

"non-spikes" (randomly chosen background activity)

CONCLUSION

a

drawn from 2 records (corresponding to files 2a,b in [1]).
,t' = -50 further spike samples and nr' = -50 non-spike
samples constituted the set used for the evaluation of the
trained NN.
(a)

Concerning methods, the non-linear f-eature extraction
via SAM resulted, as expected, in minimal classifier structure and produced the best generalization performance
(the training crrors were similar for all three networks.)

(b)
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